
Protect your business when migrating management systems 
 
If the digital revolution has finally won out, and you’ve decided to migrate your apartment 
management system to the newest technology with all the bells and whistles that promise 
efficiency and ease of use, that’s excellent. But don’t forget to protect yourself. 
 

 

More than just handling rent payments and lease initiation and termination, your system might cover 
all aspects of managing your commercial residential housing complex. We are talking maintenance 
requests and fulfillment, vendor scheduling, billing and payment, lease-change notifications, payment 
reminders, complaints and responses, online payments, building maintenance schedules, tenant 
screening and central accounting functions in general. Your system may even integrate your 
advertising plan, budget and actions and employee-related information. 
  
All that is well and good. You might even find a customizable software program to handle more 
functions. But what about migrating the data you have into that new system, and what about moving 
smoothly to your new property management system without glitches that lead to loss of rent, 
destruction of records and failure to pay obligations or bill those who owe you? 
  
Data loss and system failures during conversion are widely experienced problems when property 
managers or apartment owners undertake a management system overhaul. Those failures, while 
frequently rectified in a few days, can sometimes result in weeks of downtime—that means delayed or 
lost payments, damaged or destroyed records, and expenses potentially caused by your failure to pay 
vendors or other obligations on time. Who pays in these circumstances? 
  
If your contracts are not written properly, the answer could be your apartment business would face 
substantial losses and would have to bear the expense of going after missing income, manually 
inputting lost or damaged data, and paying legal fees if attorney services are required. While your 
commercial insurance policy for apartment buildings covers many perils, damage done by a software 
or technology contractor is not normally one of them. 
  
Typically, a vendor such as a management system software designer or installer will have its own 
professional liability insurance, but that is never a guarantee. It’s also not always the case that a 
vendor’s insurance policy, if it has one, will be adequate to deal with your losses. It’s crucial for 
property managers or apartment owners who are upgrading or changing apartment management 
software to ensure proper insurance coverage for the endeavor. 
  
Your attorney should review your software installation contract to make sure it adequately protects 
you from losses associated with system failures. It’s also always wise to establish a plan for the 
possibility there will be migration problems so that major business income losses and other costs are 
avoided. 
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